
Hume's problem of

induction based on

rejection of necessary

connections

A new problem of

induction announced



Hume's solution

should be accepted

Hume's solution: inductive

judgements (predictions) a

result of habit

Objection: Hume

identifies the origin of

judgement, not its validity
Unsatisfactory state of

the contemporary debate



Could there be any

justification of induction?

Claiming that some predictions

are more probable than other

does not lead anywhere

A new start:

justification of

deduction

Justifying any kind

of inference must

show its conformity

to inferential rules

How to justify the

deductive rules

themselves?

Valid rules must

conform to accepted

deductive practices



A virtuous circle: rules

and inferences must be in

agreement with each other

The same goes for induction

Hume is vindicated: he

showed the difference

between acceptable and

unacceptable predictions

Problem: there is no

canon of inductive

rules



Definitions must respect

the extant use, but at the

same time guide its

extension to novel cases

Goodman turns to the discsussion

of the confirmation theory that

attempts to fill in the lacuna

In confirmation theory,

confirmation, like

entailment, is a relation

between statements

Is confirmation

entailment in reverse?



Paradox ensues: everything

confirms everything

Source of the paradox:

difference between support

and confirmation

Revision: hypotheses

are represented by

universal statements,

being confirmed by

singular statements

Support vs.

confirmation of

a conjunction



Paradox of the ravens:

white paper confirms

that all ravens are black

Source of the paradox: white

paper also confirms that all

non-ravens are non-black,

which we know to be false,...

...and also that nothing

is black or a raven



Syntactical analysis of

confirmation is insufficient

Example: the copper

hypothesis and the

thrid son hypothesis

Both are expressed by

universal statements,

but only one is

confirmed by instances

Diagnosis: only one is

a lawlike statement

So we must say

what lawlikeness is

This task is more

difficult than we

may have thought

H1: "All emeralds

are green"



Definition of a new

predicate "grue"

The available green

emeralds confirm both

H1 and H2

H2: "All emeralds are grue"

That is: our evidence

confirms two incompatible

hypotheses

Grue-like predicates can

be constructed for any

predicate



Possible diagnosis: since

evidence of conductivity

of certain materials can

confirm hypotheses about

conductivity of these

materials, these

hypotheses are lawlike,

and since the copper

hypothesis is similar to

them, it is lawlike as well

It is unclear how this

alleged similarity can

be determined

Evidence for lawlike

hypotheses increases

their credibility---but

this is merely another

way of stating that

these hypotheses are

lawlike: that is, we

are still missing a way

of identifyng lawlike

hypotheses and

distinguishing them

from incidental ones

Proposal: lawlike

hypotheses must

possess generality

Problem: syntactically

universal statements can

be made logically

equivalent to syntactically

non-universal ones



Proposal refined: predicates

of lawlike hypotheses should

not refer to individuals,

dates, or places

Thus the grue

predicate refers to a

point in time, and so no

hypothesis containing

it can be lawlike

Reply: we can define

"green" in terms of

"grue" and "bleen"

And then "green" will

be ruled out, but not

"grue" and "bleen"



General remarks on the

significance of our paradox


